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Abstract

The problem of Space and Time is a most fundamental metaphysical or ontological problem in
philosophy as well as scientific inquiries since earliest times of the history of human intellectual
developments. In the same way, it often associated with the religious conceptions in its earliest
times and then gradually come to be deeply associated with the scientific conceptions in the
course of its conceptual development. Of the various conceptions of space and time in the
Eastern and Western traditions, that of Japanese tradition is significant as its syncretism of
ancient Asian traditions such as Shintoism, Buddhism, and Taoism. In this paper, the attempt
will be made to show the significant features of Japanese traditional thought by the
philosophical analysis of the concept of space and time. To achieve the aim of the research,
descriptive method and evaluative method will be used. As the contribution it can be expected
that through the real understanding of Japanese philosophical conception of Space and Time, it
will tum out to be cross cultural understanding among the traditional cultures oftoday's world.
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Introduction

The problem concerning space and time is a most fundamental problem in the
metaphysical or ontological sphere of philosophical as well as scientific inquiries since earliest
times of the history of human intellectual developments. Accordingly, it often associated with
the religious conceptions in its earliest times and then gradually come to be deeply associated
with the scientific conceptions in the .course of its conceptual development. Sometimes these
two terms are presented separately but they are usually expressed as one. In philosophical
studies the latter usage can commonly be found out in the West as well as the East. Western
philosophy overlooked the original human context for "objects" in abstract space and time, as
exemplified by theoretical, scientific reasoning.

When men began to think about the nature of "space," they probably thought of it as
some sort of vessel which might be thought of as different parts of a very delicate corporal
medium within which material bodies are located. In the West, the concept of space was
established as a fundamental problem from the times of Miletus philosophers in Greek
philosophy to scientists or philosophers of the recent time.

On the topic of time, it is quite difficult to comprehend rather than the concept of space
so that it has frequently struck philosophers as mysterious. Generally, time is commonly
'considered as a stream that flows. The idea of time as passing is connected with the idea of
events changing from future to past. Thus, the concept of time is chiefly associated with the
term of 'duration'. Some have even felt that it was incapable of rational discursive treatment
and that it was able to be grasped only.by intuition. Some accept time as continuing flow of
perception even though most people accept it as the three divisional conception of such process
such as past, present and future.

Here it is noteworthy fact that the concept of Space and Time had became to a unified
notion in the course of Western philosophy since the time of early nineteenth century. It had
been more significant in the general theory of relativity which illustrates the advantages of
replacing the separate notions of space and time by a unified notion of space-time.

On the other hand, in the Chinese tradition, Great Tao refers to the entire actual history
of space and time-whatever has happened, is happening or will eventually happen in the
universe is part of Great Tao. In this respect, the concepts of space and time in Taoism
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represent the absolute nature rather than their relative nature. In Buddhist epistemological
thought, the intimate relation of the space and time is considered as the unified notion and the
awareness of their existence ordinarily depends on the interrelation of perception and
conception of each individuals. A personal essence would be present in all the different
spatiotemporal instances of what people consider to be one person. In the Japanese tradition,
the concepts of space and time are advanced under the syncretism of Buddhism, Taoism,
their native Shintoism. On this topic of Japanese traditional thought, Dagen, Nishida Kitaro
and Watsuji Tetsuro are prominent philosophers and thus their philosophy of 'space and
will be focused in this research.

The Concept of Space and Time in Japanese Tradition

In seventeenth-century Japan, Matsuo Basho (1644-94) composed haiku that, in their
extreme brevity, likewise observed nature with care, exhibiting Zen mindfulness and
suggesting the interplay between the 'momentary' and the 'timeless'. The reduction of life to
its most extreme conditions reveals the latent, regenerative power of nature and balances
perishing and dissolution against arising and creativity. Neither side can exist without the
other. In this delicate balance the inconstancy, incompleteness and nonsubstantiality associated
with transience become conditions and means for creatively engaging and affirming an
impermanent world. As affective responses shade more fully into the Buddhist view,
move from attachment to compassion. In other words, the Japanese philosophical conception
of space and time is ordinarily associated with the ultimate truth or transcendental nature
worldly conceptions of it.

In Japanese philosophical tradition, the conception which vividly reflects the concept of
time or nonsubstantial nature of time and space, is 'mujo' (momentariness). The object the
Buddhist doctrine of momentariness is not the nature of time, but existence within time. Rather
than atomizing time into moments, it atomizes phenomena temporally by dissecting them into
a succession of discrete momentary entities. Its fundamental proposition is that everything
passes out of existence as soon as it has originated and in this sense is momentary. As an entity
vanishes, it gives rise to a new entity of almost the same nature which originates immediately
afterwards. Thus, there is an uninterrupted flow of causally connected momentary entities of
nearly the same nature, the so-called continuum. These entities' succeed each other so fast that
the process cannot be discerned by ordinary perception. Because earlier and later entities
within one continuum are almost exactly alike, we come to conceive of something as a
temporally extended entity even though the fact that it is in truth nothing but a series of
causally connected 'momentary entities. According to this doctrine, the world (including the
sentient beings inhabiting it) is at every moment distinct from the world in the previous or next
moment. It is, however, linked to the past and future by the law of causality in so far as a
phenomenon usually engenders a phenomenon of its kind when it perishes, so that the world
originating in the next moment reflects the world in the preceding moment.

At the root of Buddhism lies the (never questioned) conviction that everything that has
originated is bound to perish and is therefore, with the exception of factors conducive to
enlightenment, ultimately a source of frustration. There is no surviving textual material that
documents how this law of impermanence came to be radicalized in terms ofmomentariness.Jt
seems that by the fourth century the doctrine of momentariness had already assumed its final
form. Characteristically, the debate became more and more dominated by epistemological
questions, while the metaphysical aspect faded into the background.

Furthermore, in the Japanese philosophical doctrines, the concepts of space and time is
recurrently discussed. together with the term 'empty' or 'emptiness' (siinyatii). Nishida Kitar5
and Watsuji Tetsuro, 'two prominent philosophers in this field, constructed their philosophies
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